Historically, increased mechanical stiffness during tissue palpation exams has been associated with assessing organ health as well as with detecting the growth of a potentially life-threatening cell mass. As such, techniques to image elasticity parameters (i.e., elastography) have recently become of great interest to scientists. In this work, a new method of elastography will be introduced within the context of mammographic imaging. The elastography method proposed represents a non-rigid iterative image registration algorithm that varies material properties within a finite element model to improve registration. More specifically, regional measures of image similarity are used within an objective function minimization framework to reconstruct elasticity images of tissue stiffness. Numerical simulations illustrate: (1) the encoding of stiffness information within the context of a regional image similarity criterion, (2) the methodology for an iterative elastographic imaging framework and (3) elasticity reconstruction simulations. The real strength in this approach is that images from any modality (e.g., magnetic resonance, computed tomography, ultrasound, etc) that have sufficient anatomically-based intensity heterogeneity and remain consistent from a pre-to a post-deformed state could be used in this paradigm.
Introduction
Elasticity image reconstruction (i.e., the reconstruction of tissue mechanical properties) has two immediate uses in the larger medical community. First, it is widely accepted that disease correlates with changes in tissue stiffness, hence the use of palpation techniques for the assessment of tissue health. In addition, recent reports have suggested that diagnostic discrimination of tissue malignancy may be possible using tissue stiffness as a metric (Krouskop et al 1998) . A second application of elastography is concerned with generating accurate computational models for image-guidance applications (Samani et al 2001 , Roberts et al 1999 , Miga et al 2001 , Paulsen et al 1999 , Edwards et al 1998 , Ferrant et al 2000 , Hagemann et al 1999 . The fidelity of these applications will rely heavily on the degree to which the model matches the actual physical description of the organ/tissue of interest. Elastography could serve the important function of providing patient-specific material properties especially in the region of the pathology, i.e., tumour.
In this paper, a novel approach to elastography is introduced within the context of mammographic imaging that is not focused on refining techniques to directly measure displacement as in ultrasound and MR elastography (for a review of current USE and MRE techniques, see the June 2000 issue of Physics in Medicine and Biology (Insana and Bamber 2000) ), but rather uses image similarity to drive the material parameter reconstruction. The advantages of this technique are its low-cost, ease of integration and its potential ability to be used across several modalities (US/CT/MR). While image correlation has been used as a way to measure displacement within US images, i.e., displacement measurement by speckle tracking (Lubinski et al 1999 , Odonnell et al 1994 , Yeung et al 1998 , the unique aspect of this approach is that elasticity image reconstruction is solely a function of image similarity and does not require the added processing step of constructing displacement fields from RF/MR data (although one could). More specifically, the technique as presented here should not be confused with speckle tracking since changes in intensity due to anatomical structure are the driving image similarity characteristics. It should also be noted that others have suggested that elastography reconstruction methods could be based on analysing image pattern (Sarvazyan et al 1995 , Fowlkes et al 1995 . However, these techniques have been largely focused on using MR tagging (Zerhouni et al 1988) . The approach reported here does not require special image sequences; rather, it would only require a second set of diagnostic images acquired under a prescribed deformation source. Furthermore, elasticity image reconstructions are considered here as a non-rigid image registration problem whereby elasticity values become the controlling parameters. Results from idealized numerical simulations demonstrate the encoding of elasticity within a locally-defined image similarity measure, the framework of the elasticity imaging algorithm, elasticity reconstructions and some interesting observations that suggest the level of image intensity heterogeneity within the imaging object may be a critical parameter for successful application of this method.
Theory and methods

Theory
The underpinning premise for this approach is that regional image similarity can be used as a vehicle for guiding mechanical property updates in an FEM elasticity image reconstruction framework. Fortunately, over the past decade, there has been a marked interest in applying similarity criteria to medical imaging. One particular method that has found widespread appeal is mutual information (MI) which has its origin in information theory (Shannon 1948) and was proposed independently (Maes et al 1997 , Wells et al 1996 .
Central to MI is the Shannon entropy (Shannon 1948) , H, which relates to the average information supplied by a given set of parameters, s, whose probabilities are given by P(s). The expression for the Shannon entropy with respect to a discrete parameter probability is
By characterizing two images using the probability distribution function (PDF) based on the joint histogram and recognizing that minimizing the joint entropy correlates with better image-to-image alignment, a powerful method to iteratively register images is created (Fitzpatrick et al 2000) . With the realization that equation (1) can be rewritten with respect to the PDF of the image set, MI is defined as
where I 1 , I 2 are two images in which the MI is desired and H (I 1 , I 2 ) is the joint entropy of both images. It has also been shown to be advantageous to normalize the MI to enhance algorithm performance. One such extension is
and is often referred to as normalized mutual information (NMI) (Studholme et al 1999) . MI has been used widely for the registration of multi-modality image sets (Wells et al 1996 , Studholme et al 1999 , Thurfjell et al 2000 . This parameterization has also been used in various non-rigid registration problems to include those using elastic matching (Likar and Pernus 2001) and specifically non-rigid registration of the breast (Meyer et al 1999 , Rueckert et al 1999 , Krucker et al 2000 . Additionally, reports of MI use for ultrasound images are becoming more common (Meyer et al 1999 , Krucker et al 2000 . As an initial measure, NMI (equation (3)) seems a logical starting point for image comparison and the work presented above follows the progression as reported by Fitzpatrick et al (2000) . One critical step remains to complete a method for reconstructing the material properties of soft tissue. For registration applications, NMI is a single metric to be maximized with respect to registration parameters (three parameters in two-dimensional image registration: position (x, y) and orientation θ ). This limited parameter set size allows for traditional optimization frameworks to be relatively well behaved. However, within an elasiticty image reconstruction application, several hundred parameters may be needed to adequately describe the spatial distribution of mechanical properties. As a result, the image comparison domain has been discretized into localized regions of similarity. This normalized regional mutual information (RMI) metric is used to spatially parameterize the similarity between image sets. More simply, whereas in conventional MR and ultrasound elastography, measurements of displacement are used within the minimization of an objective function, in this method, a regionally defined similarity criterion will serve the same role. It should be noted that the number of similarity regions will dictate the grid resolution of the elasticity image reconstruction (i.e., for N property parameters distributed spatially, at least N similarity measures must be provided to establish determinacy). It then follows that the resolution limit of this process inherently depends on the number of pixels within the deformed geometry and, subsequently, the pixel area of the RMI neighbourhoods. Results demonstrating this dependency are presented in the section 3.
Numerical methods
Although presented here as a simulation, the clinical application would begin with the acquisition of two image volumes. The first image volume will be a baseline acquisition referred to as the source and will have two primary uses: (1) model generation and (2) as the source image for prediction (i.e., as model calculations are made, the deformations will be applied to this image and deformed accordingly). The second image volume referred to as the target will consist of the breast in its deformed state, and will be used to determine boundary conditions and for image similarity comparison. The reconstruction framework will be designed to vary model material properties until the deformed source image matches the target image. For this work, a linear elastic model of the breast with assumptions of plane strain and Hooke's law will be used to reflect the deformation behaviour of the breast when subjected to compression and can be written as
where σ is mechanical stress tensor (Boresi 2000) . Hooke's law assumes that the deformation behaviour can be characterized by two material properties: E and ν, Young's modulus (object of parameter reconstruction) and Poisson's ratio, respectively (assumed constant at ν = 0.45). In the case of quasi-static loading, results from the MR and US elastographic literature have shown encouraging results when using two-dimensional approximations (Chenevert et al 1998 , Plewes et al 2000 , Steele et al 2000 , thus adding credence to its use here. To solve the ensuing system of equations associated with a finite element (FE) formulation of the problem, a standard Galerkin weighted residual approach was used with Lagrange polynomial basis/weighting functions (Lapidus and Pinder 1982) . The deforming of the source image is accomplished by applying the FE-calculated displacements to the source image volume and using the natural Lagrange interpolant polynomials to determine correspondence between undeformed and deformed pixels. The mechanics of the inverse problem rely on the minimization of an objective function, G(E), defined as the square of an image similarity residual
where S(E T ) i is the ith maximum similarity index (i.e., similarity measure between target image and itself ) and S(E) i is the ith member of M similarity measurements between modeldeformed source image and target image. To minimize (5), the derivative with respect to the material distribution, E (array of N desired material properties), must be calculated and set to zero
where J =
∂S(E) ∂E
is the material Jacobian matrix (M × N matrix). Using a Newton-Raphsonbased approach to solve (7), the following can be written:
In many other methodologies that use a similar nonlinear iterative-based algorithm (Doyley et al 2000) , the Jacobian matrix is usually J = ∂ū c ∂E whereū c would be the calculated displacements. This marks a fundamental shift away from direct measurement/comparison of displacement within the reconstruction algorithm. Of course this simplification does come at a computational cost in that the Jacobian as defined in (6)-(8) must be calculated numerically, i.e., secant estimate of derivative. To solve the non-square system of equations in (8), the property update is calculated from the expression
where α is a matrix regularization parameter associated with a standard Levenberg-Marquardt approach (Marquardt 1963) and I is the identity matrix. As is typical of inverse problems, the Hessian matrix,
, is usually ill-conditioned and regularization techniques are required to allow the material property update. With equation (9), the framework is provided for iteratively updating the material properties within the scanning region. Another often useful numerical operation is to perform spatial averaging either between iterates or at some interval to enhance numerical stability. The method used in the simulated reconstructions of section 3 is similar to that presented by Doyley et al (2000) and is designated herê
where E k+1 is the material property update provided by solving equation (9), i is the ith node of a set of m connecting nodes (nodal as opposed to elemental description of properties is employed in the algorithm) and θ is the weighting between the update and its nodal average (θ = 0.75 for reconstructions) (Doyley et al 2000) .
Experimental methods
2.3.1. Experiment 1: encoding of stiffness within image similarity metric. To appreciate the underpinning concept behind this image similarity based elastography method, a computational experiment was conducted on an MR breast image slice. In this experiment, the cross-sectional frontal MR slice from a breast shown in figure 1(a) was used with the material property description shown in figure 1(b) on the computational grid shown in figure 1(c).
The 5 mm dark region was introduced with an elastic modulus of 106 kPa corresponding to experiments performed by Krouskop et al (1998) that measured the elastic properties of an invasive infiltrating ductal carcinoma. Other moduli from Krouskop et al's experiments for adipose and glandular tissue (18 kPa and 28 kPa, respectively) were also reported and used in this model (Krouskop et al 1998) . By applying boundary conditions that simulate a lateral compression (specifically displacement boundary conditions), the resulting FE model calculation using plane strain linear elastic approximations in two dimensions is shown in figure 2(a) with the corresponding model-deformed image shown in figure 2(b). Note that in figures 1(a) and 2(b), there is no distinct intensity demarcation of the tumour within the image. The only data indicating the presence of the tumour would be encoded in the displacements of figure 2(a) and in the corresponding deformed intensity pattern in figure 2(b) . These calculations/deformed-images were then repeated with varying stiffness values for the ductal carcinoma and compared to the true image (i.e., the target image generated using 106 kPa in figure 2(b)) via their joint histogram and with respect to their RMI kernel values (kernel in this paper refers to pixel area in which NMI is being calculated). The four values used for the tumour properties in generating the comparison images were 18 kPa, 36 kPa, 72 kPa and 98 kPa (i.e., 1:1, 2:1, 4:1 and a 5.5:1 ratio of tumour-to-adipose tissue stiffness contrast).
Experiment 2: reconstruction algorithm experiment.
To test the algorithm represented by the solution of equation (9) and the parameter processing of equation (10), an idealized stiffness parameter reconstruction simulation is presented with a reduced discretization level for feasibility demonstration purposes. Issues commensurate with convergence studies and elasticity parameter resolution are addressed in section 4. Figure 3 illustrates the simulation set-up where the computational domain consists of a total of 71 material property parameters (Young's modulus). Figures 3(a) and (b) demonstrate the effects of breast compression by simulated displacement boundary conditions. The boundary conditions laterally compress the breast from the right while rigid boundary conditions hold the breast fixed left of the midline (notice bulging at breast superior/inferior boundary right of midline and lack of boundary movement left of midline). Figure 3(c) shows the discretized FE domain with figure 3(d) quantifying the desired modulus distribution used in generating the compressed image in figure 3(b) . With respect to the reconstruction, a property subregion containing 28 stiffness parameters is designated for the focus of the material property update and is shown in figure 3(d) by the black circle (i.e., properties outside the region were considered to be adipose and of a known stiffness). The highest material modulus value shown corresponds to that of an invasive ductal carcinoma (106 kPa) while the mid-level stiffness corresponds to that of fibrous tissue (72 kPa) with a general background corresponding to that of normal adipose tissue (18 kPa). Figure 4 illustrates the joint histogram where each sub-image represents the comparison between the target image containing the 6:1 tumour-to-adipose tissue stiffness contrast ( figure 2(b) ) and the source image with varying levels of tumour-to-adipose tissue stiffness contrast (i.e., 1:1, 2:1, 4:1 and 5.5:1, respectively). Figure 4 illustrates that as the stiffness contrast approaches that of the target image (6:1 ratio), the joint histogram spread becomes increasingly less (a perfect match would produce a straight line). The results in figure 4 are consistent with observations in the registration literature. Thus in some sense, the elastography method proposed within this work represents a non-rigid iterative registration algorithm that varies material property values within a model to improve registration. However, one critical step remains to enable the observations in figure 4 to precipitate the framework for an elasticity parameter reconstruction scheme. Figure 5 illustrates the RMI metric in reference to the histograms of figure 4. Interestingly, the RMI distribution is not tightly localized on the tumour but rather the resulting dissimilarity between images is quite diffused. This would suggest that widespread changes in the anatomically-based heterogeneous image intensity pattern are reflected by modest variations (in size) in the material property distribution; thereby, the values in figure 5 become indirect measurements of stiffness property deviations (note that in figure 5, comparing the 6:1 image to itself would yield a completely white image). Further, it demonstrates that as the tumour stiffness approaches the correct value used in figure 2(b) (i.e., 106 kPa), an increase in MI between the image pairs exists (i.e., the RMI image gets progressively lighter). It is this similarity behaviour that will be at the core of the elasticity image reconstruction technique.
Results
Experiment 1: stiffness encoding within image similarity metric
Experiment 2: reconstruction algorithm experiment
The results of the algorithm specified in section 2 are shown in figure 6 . Among each row of figures, the first, third, fifth and tenth iteration of the reconstruction is shown, respectively. Each row corresponds to a different regional MI kernel size. Overall for the first four RMI kernel sizes (figures 6(a)-(d)), a relatively good localization of the target modulus description from figure 3(d) has been achieved. Interestingly, the dynamics of the reconstructions do vary with kernel size and there is a reconstruction limit with respect to this specific heterogeneity pattern as shown in figure 6 (e) where the reconstruction has failed with a 352 pixel 2 kernel area which corresponds to a total of 36 RMI regions being evaluated per iteration. Although the peak elasticity values vary substantially across reconstructions, some intuition can be gained by realizing the process associated with spatial averaging in equation (10). Using θ = 0.75, the largest possible reconstructed modulus value for the high contrast region is 87 kPa (i.e., the process of spatial averaging reduces the theoretical limit by 18%). The tenth iteration in figure 6(c) has a peak value approximately 10% lower than this theoretical limit. This result is encouraging but the varied performance with other RMI kernel sizes needs to be studied further.
A preliminary analysis studying the influence of RMI kernel size on the reconstruction process is presented in table 1 and figure 7, and relates the effects of RMI kernel size to the mean error in NMI-based elasticity image reconstruction
where N is the number of kernels). Figure 7 (a) displays the mean NMI error for each iteration with respect to each kernel size. From this figure, a general trend can be seen in the error reduction for the first four kernel sizes, with a clear indication in the last case of a failed reconstruction. Interestingly, at the 204 pixel 2 reconstruction (63 RMI regions), a more modest improvement in the error is seen in the early iterations. Another revealing way to look at the data is shown in figure 7(b) . Here the mean NMI error is plotted against the number of RMI regions used for each iteration. From these data, a minimum number of image measurements for a feasible elasticity image reconstruction is observed and corresponds to approximately twice the number of elastic parameters (approximately 63 RMI kernels for 27 unknown elastic parameters). It is also interesting to notice that the best reconstruction does not necessarily correspond to the maximum number of RMI measurements.
Discussion
A method has been presented which uses local measures of normalized mutual information and FEs to reconstruct elastic properties of breast tissue. Although presented here only in the context of MR images, the method is solely driven by a general image similarity measure and, as such, could be applied to any other modality, provided the intensity data are sufficiently heterogeneous and do not significantly vary from a pre-to a post-deformed state (i.e., there is a unique mapping of grey scale values from source to target). It should also be noted that this constraint on image intensity variance does not refer to the correlation of speckle but, rather, requires the intensity signature due to anatomical structures to remain present from the preto the post-deformed state. In the work presented here, MI was the method chosen to reflect changes in the image pattern; however, other similarity criteria could be employed.
The computational experiment presented in figures 1, 2, 4 and 5 demonstrate that MI can parameterize material property changes and that changes in image pattern due to modest lesion sizes can be quite diffuse. In figure 6 , an idealized stiffness parameter reconstruction using realistic material property values has been achieved to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach. The variability in material parameter reconstruction for five different RMI kernel sizes is shown and indicates that a kernel size threshold exists where failure ensues for this particular image set. In addition to highlighting this threshold, figures 7(a) and (b) and table 1 also illustrate interesting behaviour when approaching the threshold whereby early iterates in the reconstruction process are not as productive for an RMI kernel size that is close to the threshold. Also, increasing the number of RMI regions does not necessarily result in better elasticity images (at least with respect to the mean NMI error and peak elasticity values in figure 6 ). This is likely due to a fundamental limit whereby finer RMI sampling of the pattern results in non-unique information being added to the reconstruction, suggesting that the degree of intensity heterogeneity has an important role in determining spatial resolution of the elasticity image reconstruction. This RMI kernel size threshold will have significant implications in further developing this framework. Undoubtedly, in an image that is completely homogeneous in intensity, this method would fail. Further work investigating this link between the general degree of image intensity heterogeneity and the extent of parameter reconstruction must be understood to develop criteria to guide the application of this method. In addition, this investigation must be conducted within the scope of varying image types to better understand and classify the limitations with respect to imaging modality.
Despite the idealized nature of the simulations in section 4, the results shown here are encouraging. Furthermore, the results demonstrate that the approach can be thought of as a registration between an experimentally acquired deformed image series and a modeldeformed image series. As presented here, the method does not require the reconstruction of tissue displacements within the domain. However, this could be performed and used within conventional model-based reconstruction techniques. The advantage of this alternative development path would be the analytic determination of the Jacobian term i.e., J = ∂ū c ∂E . The disadvantage, which may be minor, is that the approach would rely considerably upon nonrigid registration methods for the determination of displacements from the pre-post deformed imaging data. Both developmental pathways will be investigated in future work.
In either developmental pathway, there are other concerns regarding the presented simulations that need to be addressed, such as the degree of mesh convergence (i.e.,calculations made must be independent of mesh resolution) and the elasticity image resolution. The elasticity image reconstructions shown in section 3 are based on a coarse spatial description of mechanical properties (see figures 3(c) and (d)). In addition, the reconstruction region has been further limited to a specific subregion of the property set. The level of discretization could be improved using a multi-grid approach to ensure proper mesh convergence (Paulsen et al 1995) . This numerical technique produces discretization-independent calculations with stiffness parameter reconstructions of a lower resolution. It should also be noted that the problem setup described in figure 3 is more consistent with using the method as a diagnostic indicator as opposed to a detection method. More specifically, this approach could be used to classify tissue stiffness values in suspicious regions as observed by traditional imaging modalities or to reconstruct the stiffness property of a spatially defined anomaly using all available anatomical image data.
Conclusions
In this paper, an alternative approach to elastographic imaging using FEs, image similarity and a Newton-Raphson based reconstruction algorithm is presented. The development and results suggest that the deformation behaviour associated with a specific tissue stiffness distribution can be encoded within the dynamics of anatomical heterogeneous intensity patterns that are associated within a traditional imaging modality. By reformulating the inverse problem in this manner, the technique departs from elastography methods based on direct displacement measurement to an approach more closely related to the recent advances in non-rigid image registration. Given the considerable success of MI in multi-modality image registration (Maes et al 1997) , it can be asserted that this elastographic approach could be applied to other imaging modalities hence creating a modality-independent elastography. The caveat to this exciting perspective is that the results herein indicate a convergence dependency on the degree of image intensity heterogeneity and RMI kernel size. Further work studying this dependency with respect to various imaging modalities (e.g., US, CT, etc) is necessary; but the initial results shown here do present some exciting avenues for future work in model-based elasticity image reconstruction techniques.
